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language / rhetoric / music /learning

Repetition may refer to:
•
Repetition (rhetorical device), rhetorical device
•
Repetition (music), use of repetition in musical compositions
•
Repetition (learning), learning by repetition I
												

I

wikipedia.com

3

language / words

				

I

Words, words, words. I

William Shakespeare, Hamlet, act 2, scene 2, 1599–1601.

4

a collection starts with three

I

I

Joseph Kosuth - One and three chairs, 1965.

5

language / collecting

col•lec•tion (k -l k sh n)
n.
1. The act or process of collecting.
2. A group of objects or works to be seen, studied, or kept together.
3. The works of art, specimens, or other items collected for exhibit and study in a museum, and
kept as part of its holdings.
4. A line of products produced for one season, as those developed by a designer: promoted the
summer collection in the store window.
5. An accumulation; a deposit: a collection of dust on the piano.
6. a. A collecting of money, as in church.
b. The sum so collected.

												

[1350–1400; Middle English (< Anglo-French) < Latin]

I

The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Houghton Mifflin Company, 2000.

I

6

collection / words / list

A dictionary (also called a word reference,
wordbook, lexicon, or vocabulary) is a collection
of words in one or more specific languages, often
listed alphabetically (or by radical and stroke for
ideographic languages), with usage information,
definitions, etymologies, phonetics, pronunciations,
and other information. I

														
I
II

Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 2002.
The Oxford Paperback Dictionary, second edition, Oxford University Press, 1985.

II

7

words / collection / list

collection [kuh-lek-shuhn]
noun
Definition: group, accumulation
Synonyms:
accumulating, acquiring, acquisition, agglomeration, amassing, amassment,
anthology, assemblage, assembling, assembly, assortment, batch, bringing
together, caboodle, clump, cluster, collation, combination, company, compilation,
congeries, congregation, convocation, crowd, cumulation, digest, gathering, heap,
hoard, kit, levy, lot, mass, medley, mess, miscellany, mobilization, muster, number,
obtaining, omnibus, pile, quantity, securing, selection, set, stack, stock, stockpile,
					 store. I

I

online thesaurus: merriam-webster.com

8

words / collection / list

repetition [rep-i-tish-uhn]
noun
Definition: duplication; doing again
Synonyms: alliteration, broken record, chant, chorus, copy, echo, encore, ingemination, iteracy, iterance,
iteration, litany, paraphrase, periodicity, perseveration, practice, reappearance, recapitulation, recital,
recurrence, redundancy, rehearsal, reiteration, relation, renewal, reoccurrence, repeat, repetitiousness,
replication, report, reproduction, restatement, return, rhythm, rote, staccato, tautology I
															
ceaselessness, chattering, clockwork regularity, clone, conduplication, constancy, constant flow, continualness, continuance,
continuation, continuity, copy, copying, counterfeiting, counterpart, ditto, double, doubling, dupe, duplicate, duplication, echo,
echoing, emulation, endurance, evenness, extension, facsimile, fakery, following, forgery, gemination, hit-off, imitation, impersonation, imposture, impression, incessancy, ingemination, iteration, lengthening, maintenance, methodicalness, mimesis,
mirroring, model, noninterruption, onomatopoeia, oscillation, palingenesis, parody, perpetuation, perpetuity, perseverance, persistence, plagiarism, plagiary, progress, progression, prolongation, protraction, pulsation, punctuality, pursuance, quadruplicate,
quick fire, rapid fire, rapid recurrence, rapid succession, rapidity, re-creation, re-formation, rebirth, rebuilding, recapitulation,
recital, reconstitution, reconstruction, redesign, redoing, redundancies, redundancy, reduplication, reedition, reestablishment,
refashioning, regeneration, regenesis, regularity, rehearsal, reinstitution, reissue, reiteration, remaking, renascence, renovation,
reorganization, repeat, repeating, replica, replication, representation, reprinting, reprise, reproduction, rerun, reshaping, restatement, restoration, restructuring, resurrection, retelling, revision, revival, run, simulation, smoothness, staccato, staying power,
steadiness, straight course, stuttering, sustained action, sustainment, sustenance, systematicalness, takeoff, tattoo, tautologies,
tautology, triplicate, twinning, uniformity, unintermission, uninterrupted course, uninterruption, unremittingness, vibration, way

I
II

online thesaurus: merriam-webster.com
online synonym finder: synonyms.ca

II
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language / words / list

							

I

The Penguin Pocket Thesaurus, 2004.

I

10

language / words / list

I

I

The Penguin Pocket Thesaurus, 2004.
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language / mathematics / list / complete

An enumeration of a collection of items is a complete, ordered listing of all of the
items in that collection. I
							
numeration
n
1. (Mathematics) the act or process of writing, reading, or naming numbers
2. (Mathematics) a system of numbering or counting
numerative adjective II
							

I
II

online dictionary/thesaurus: memidex.com
Collins English Dictionary, HarperCollins Publishers, 2003.

12

words / renewal

(re)collection

13

things / abundance / harmony

Sometimes they would feel like there was a life of harmony to be lived between the
walls covered in books, in between those objects, so perfectly designed that they
would eventually come to believe that they had been exclusively created for their own
personal use, in the midst of these beautiful, simple, soft and luminous things. I

I

Georges Perec, Things: A Story of the Sixties, 1965.

14

absurdity / landscape / order

I

I

Pet van de Luijtgaarden, De Volkskrant, 11.06.2011.

15

everyday life / repetition

					
					

I

Everyday life is distinctive from other practices of daily
existence because it is repetitive and unconscious. I

Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 2011.

16

pattern / reward / familiarity

Our brains are excellent pattern-matchers and
reward us for using this very helpful skill.
Repetition creates a pattern, which consequently
and naturally grabs our attention at first and
										
then creates the comfort of familiarity. I

I

from changingminds.org - about Hugh Rank’s, Teaching about public persuasion, 1976.

17

memory / encoding / storage / retrieval

memory device:
encode
store
retrieve
-

Memory is the ability to encode, store and retrieve information.

				

I

Encoding converts interesting information into a ‘code’ that can then
be stored in the brain and later retrieved from the long term or short
term memory.
Storing is retaining the information over time inside the brain. There
are two distinct memory storages: long term and short term.
Recalling, or retrieval refers to the process of locating the encoded
information stored inside the brain and becoming consciously aware of
it. I

PSY 101 – Introduction to Psychology, Jeffry Ricker, Ph.D., year unknown.

18

memory / learning

			

I

Repetition is one way of getting things into our longer-term memory and hence is a key method for learning. I

from changingminds.org - about Hugh Rank’s, Teaching about public persuasion, 1976.

19

collection / memory / past

Collecting is a form of practical memory.
									

I

The everyday roots of collecting are keeping things and saving them for later. For when time has
done its work and the memory of an event is almost completely faded, made unrecognizable by
many subsequent events and the tracks they have left on our memory. Man does not trust himself, he
knows that even the most powerful sensations: love, friendship, death, ... - can slip away with time.
Life is unpredictable, the human memory is especially frivolous - and so we keep material relics, memorabilia,
objects and images that can stimulate the memory we wish never to forget, before it is lost in the mist of time.
And that which can be applied to the individual memory, can also be applied to the collective memory, it
also needs relics to vividly commemorate even the worst horrors. Images and text alone are not enough.
Only tangible memorabilia truly seem to re-present the past: through the objects we feel like we ‘truly’
									
and ‘authentically’ access the past. II

I
II

Walter Benjamin, Illuminations: Unpacking my library, a talk about book collecting, 1931.
Rudi Laermans, Kleine postume dialoog met Walter Benjamin: Ik verzamel, dus ik ben, 1995.

20

collection / dreamer

					

I

The collector is the true resident of the interior. He makes his concern
the transfiguration of things. To him falls the Sisyphean task of
divesting things of their commodity character by taking possession
of them. But he bestows on them only connoisseur value, rather than
use value. The collector dreams his way not only into a distant or
bygone world but also into a better one — one in which, to be sure,
human beings are no better provided with what they need than in the
everyday world, but in which things are freed from the drudgery of
being useful. I

Walter Benjamin, The work of art in the age of it’s technological reproducibility, 1936.

21

order / disorder / chaos / memory

Thus there is in the life of a collector a dialectical tension
between the poles of disorder and order. I
																

I

Walter Benjamin, Illuminations: Unpacking my library, a talk about book collecting, 1931.
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generality / resemblance

Repetition is not generality. Repetition and generality must
be distinguished in several ways. Every formula which
implies their confusion is regrettable: for example, when
we say that two things are as alike as two drops of water; or
when we identify ‘there is only a science of the general’ with
‘there is only a science of that which is repeated’. Repetition
and resemblance are different in kind - extremely so. I

I

Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, 1968.

23

poetry / emphasis

Repetition (rhetorical device)
Repetition is the simple repeating of a word, within a sentence or a poetical line, with no particular
placement of the words, in order to provide emphasis. This is such a common literary device that it is
											
almost never even noted as a figure of speech. I

Repetition is the conscious and purposeful replication of words or phrases in order to make a point. II

I
II

wikipedia.com.
sparknotes.com.
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same / different / familiarity

I

I

SUPERMART, a narrative exhibition on packaging design in MOTI (Museum of The Image, Breda), 2011-2012.

25

set

			

I

St. Peter-Ording [...] Possibly the first summery days of 2010, NRC Next, 24.03.2010.

I

26

everyday life / hanging things

I

I

Empty office building in Amsterdam Zuidoost. De Volkskrant, date unknown.
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words / books / weight

theatre flyer
carry

I

I

Flyer De City, De Veenfabriek, photo: Marnix Goossens, design: Isabelle Vigier, 2009-2010.

28

continuation / same / different

Every collection is an open project and assumes a continuation – it is always possible to add
															
something which complements, but which at the same time differs, from the collection. I
The role of the imagination or the mind is to beholds in all its varied and fragmented forms,
													
withdrawing something new from the repetition, namely the difference. II

I
II

Boris Groys, The Rationale of the Collection, 2013.
Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, 1968.

29

same / different / function / imagination

The Ray Gun Wing is a collection of items shaped like ray guns. The concept of the ray gun is fictional,
referencing weapons from science fiction cinema and literature. Oldenburg’s approach to the collection
is similar to children choosing sticks, or any other object, on which to base pretend guns. The objects
in The Ray Gun Wing are specifically ray guns. As Oldenburg uses it, ray gun is a semiotic experiment,
an exercise in sensational pattern matching. The script of ray gun is applied to all objects. Like an
artificial intelligence algorithm seeking out patterns, Oldenburg’s script treats everything as a ray gun
																					
and then provides a range of ray guns. Every ray gun is a ray gun but some are more ray gun than others.
Examples: Legs, Sevens, Pistols, Arms, Phalli-Simple Ray Guns. Double Ray Guns: Cross, Airplanes,
																	
II
Absurd Ray Guns: Ice Cream Sodas. Complex Ray Guns: cm). Chairs, Beds.
I
II

Claes Oldenburg, The Ray Gun Wing, 1977.
Adam Trowbridge, «The Ray Gun Wing», Collections and Archives as Creative Practice, 2008.

I

30

bounds / exception / selection / game

I

I

A fictional approach to a possible scenario for Oldenburg’s choices - Adam Trowbridge, «The Ray Gun Wing», Collections and Archives as Creative Practice, 2008.

31

find / reduce

Make.
Why make if you can find.
Why find if you can ask friends to find them for you.
[...]
It used to be something else.
The objects are reduced to ray guns rather than built into ray guns.
Everything could become a ray gun. I

I

Claes Oldenburg, 1977.

32

same / different / external / internal
We are right to speak of repetition when we find ourselves confronted by identical elements with exactly the same
concept. However, we must distinguish between these discrete elements, these repeated objects, and a secret subject,
the real subject of repetition, which repeats itself through them.
Repetition must be understood in the pronominal; we must find the Self of repetition, the singularity
within that which repeats. For there is no repetition without a repeater, nothing repeated without a repetitious soul.
As a result, rather than the repeated and the repeater, the object and the subject, we must distinguish two forms of
repetition.
In every case repetition is difference without a concept. But in one case, the difference is taken to be only external to
the concept; it is a difference between objects represented by the same concept, falling into the indifference of space
and time. In the other case, the difference is internal to the Idea; it unfolds as pure movement, creative of a dynamic
space and time which correspond to the Idea.
The first repetition is repetition of the Same, explained by the identity of the concept or representation; the second
includes Difference, and includes itself in the alterity of the Idea, in the heterogeneity of an ‘a-presentation’.
One is negative, occurring by default in the concept; the other affirmative, occurring by excess in the Idea.
One is conjectural, the other categorical.
One is static, the other dynamic.
One is repetition in the effect, the other in the cause.
One is extensive, the other intensive.
One is ordinary, the other distinctive and singular.
One is horizontal, the other vertical.
One is developed and explicated, the other enveloped and in need of interpretation.
One is revolving, the other evolving.
One involves equality, commensurability and symmetry; the other is grounded in inequality, incommensurability and dissymmetry.
One is material, the other spiritual, even in nature and in the earth.
One is inanimate, the other carries the secret of our deaths and our lives, of our enchainments and our liberations, the demonic and the divine.
One is a ‘bare’ repetition, the other a covered repetition, which forms itself in covering itself, in masking and disguising itself.
One concerns accuracy, the other has authenticity as its criterion.
The two repetitions are not independent. One is the singular subject, the interiority and the heart of the other, the
depths of the other. The other is only the external envelope, the abstract effect. The repetition of dissymmetry is
hidden within symmetrical ensembles or effects; a repetition of distinctive points underneath that of ordinary points;
and everywhere the Other in the repetition of the Same. I
								

I

Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, 1968.

33

change / object / mind

Repetition, neither discovers nor causes any thing in the objects,
but has an influence only on the mind. I
Repetition changes nothing in the object repeated, but does change
something in the mind which contemplates it. II

I
II

David Hume, A Treatise on Human Nature, 2007.
Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, 1968.

34

imagination / new

The role of the imagination or the mind that beholds in al its multiplicity and fragmentation, consists of
extracting something new from the repetition, namely the difference. Moreover the repetition is essentially
imaginary. It transfers that which has been drawn together in to the elements of occurrences of repetition. I
																		

I

Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, 1968.

35

biography / childhood / game

I

I

Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 1968.

36

recognition / mirror / desire

The absolute unicity of the object depends entirely on the fact of it containing
‘me’ – what makes it possible to recognise myself in it as an absolutely unique
being.
[...]
The object is that which allows itself to be simultaneously ‘personalized’ and
catalogued. And there is never a hint of exclusivity about such subjective
inventorising: any thing can be possessed, invested in, or,  in term of collecting,
arranged, sorted and classified. The object thus emerges as the ideal mirror: for
the images it reflects succeed one another while never contradicting one another.
.

The collected item is ideal because it does not reflect a picture of reality, but
desires and dreams. I

						

I

Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 1968.

37

function / abstraction

What is decisive in collecting is that the object is detached from all its original functions to
enter into the closest conceivable relation with objects of the same kind. This relation is the
diametric opposite of utility, and falls into the particular category of completeness. I
[…] what is possessed is always an object abstracted from its original function and thus
brought into relationship with the subject. In this context all owned objects partake of the
same abstractness, and refer to one another in as much as they refer solely to the subject. II
For both Benjamin and Baudrillard, what is essential in collecting is that the object is detached
from its original functions.  For the Benjamin, however, the object is resignified through its
relation to other pieces in the collection, while for the Baudrillard, the resignification results
from the relationship between the object and the collector. III

I
II
III

Walter Benjamin, Unpacking my library, a talk about book collecting, 1931.
Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 1968.
Zoltana Domotor, If I Were a Hoarder, From Walter Benjamin tot Jean Baudrillard, 2010.

38

bricolage / function / language

Bricolage
-n
[mass noun]
To make creative and resourceful use of whatever materials are
at hand (regardless of their original purpose).
Origin: French  I
The French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss used ‘bricolage’
to describe the characteristic patterns of mythological thought.
In his description it is opposed to the engineers’ creative
thinking, which proceeds from goals to means. Mythical
thought, according to Lévi-strauss, attempts to re-use available
materials in order to solve new problems. II

I
II

Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford University Press, 2012.
about Claude Lévi-Strauss, The Savage Mind, 1962.

39

collection / obsession
The Innocent Collection (1985–c.2032) an ongoing art work which
suspends recycled white, beige and translucent unbranded containers–
material objects usually discarded. Once part of the work these unwanted
objects become in Rist’s words ‘instant diamonds’.
“Obsession is a way to survive my materialism and that of others. It clears
I
																
my mind to watch the collection. The ritual makes them worthy.”

II

I
II

Pipilotti Rist, Pipilotti Rist (Contemporary Artists), 2001.
Pipilotti Rist, The Innocent Collection, 1985–c.2032.

40

childhood / passion / control

Rheims
game
passion
child
childhood
control
grouping
handling

I

I

Maurice Rheims, Les Collectionneurs, 1981.

41

readymade / dead / transformation

I

I

John Scanlan, On garbage, 2005.

42

readymade / hanging things / transformation

I

I

Coal Sacks Ceiling, 2012, (hommage to Marcel Duchamp’s 1200 Coal Sacks, 1938), Manifesta 9, Genk, 2012.

43

renewal / overcome / childhood / system
Collecting is closely affiliated with childhood.
[...]
Among children, collecting is only one process of renewal; other processes are painting
of objects, the cutting out of figures, the application of decals-the whole range of childlike
methods of acquisition, from touching things to giving them names.
To renew the world-that is the collector’s deepest desire when he is driven to acquire new
things.
[...]
The collector is always searching for a renewal of the things assembled, to renew the
ancient world - that is the greatest drive in the collector’s desire to acquire newness.
Therefore, any collection is a magic encyclopedia in which each piece finally finds an
appropriate destiny.
[…]
The notion of completeness is one that continually accompanies collecting, it is a
magnificent attempt to arrange the whole and to overcome it by rearranging it in a new self										
created historical system, to overcome. I

I

Walter Benjamin, Unpacking my library, a talk about book collecting. 1931.

44

human nature / renewal

I

I

El Anatsui, title unknown, possibly Rain Has No Father? 2008.

45

human nature / gathering

						

I

(Were not the very first people gatherers?) I

Rudi Laermans, ik verzamel, dus ik ben?: Kleine postume dialoog met Walter Benjamin, 1995.

46

multitude / absurdity

He is a visual artist and an avid collector of collections.
In July of 2011 a thousands of his collections were
exhibited in De Kunsthal in Rotterdam.
He is fascinated by the absurdity of the multitude of
things. “Shops are getting bigger and fuller. But what
do we need it all for?” As a collector he buys complete
collection on Marketplace, objects such as disposable
lighters, frogs, G.I. Joe action figures and Flippos. For
the exhibition, they are neatly arranged into a cabinet
of curiosities. The folly of ‘never enough’ seems
irrevocable. I

I

about Pet van de Luijtgaarden, De Volkskrant, 11.06.2011.

47

childhood / order / life mission

The urge to collect is not age-related and transcends
ranks and classes. Ask the average collector and he
will tell you how as a child it started with marbles,
lego, soccer cards, shells or Barbies. For some the
collecting ends with the end of childhood. Others seem
to carry on with twice the conviction. Collecting is
fun and interesting; for most it is a hobby, and others
become so hooked that it becomes a life mission. I

I

Pet van de Luijtgaarden, De Volkskrant, 11.06.2011.

48

order / childhood

I

I

Pet van de Luijtgaarden, De Volkskrant 11.06.2011.

49

order / landscape

I

I

Pet van de Luijtgaarden, De Volkskrant 11.06.2011.

50

possession / obsession / catalogue / above

I

I

still from Overal spullen (Things everywhere): a catalogue containing 15.768 items, the possessions of the documentary maker Judith de Leeuw, 2011.

51

possession / display / landscape

I

I

still from Overal spullen (Things everywhere): in an empty hall Judith de Leeuw displays her possessions, 2011.

52

sorted / possession / obsession / above

I

I

still from Overal spullen (Things everywhere): displayed and categorised possessions of Judith d Leeuw, 2011.

53

similar / arranged

I

I

Sara Cwynar, Yellow, 2012.

54

daily life / arranged

I

I

photographer unknown, De Volkskrant Magazine, 29.12.2012.

55

keeping / conserving

I

I

photographer unknown, De Volkskrant Magazine, 29.12.2012.

56

hanging things / function

I

I

photographer unknown, De Volkskrant, date unknown.

57

dependence / abundance

Moving from another apartment made clear to me how much I own. Things that have become
dear to me, necessary things - a whole lot of other things that simply collected and that
in daily life I wasn’t even conscious of. Sorting through all of my things and giving away
everything that I didn’t want anymore was a tedious process. While I asked myself whether I
would even wear this t-shirt or read that book again, I started to think: How dependent are
we on things? What drives us to consume? Who produces all of the things that we own and
on what conditions? Is it legitimate to enjoy private property? How much or how little do
others own? How do I feel about my property? This book developed while addressing these
questions. For more than two years I documented all of my personal belongings in it. There
are over 2600 things. My things. I
I

Gabriela Gründler, My Things, 2007.

58

daily life / same / different / abundance

I

I

Gabriela Gründler, My Things, 2007.

59

abundance / property

I

I

Gabriela Gründler, My Things, 2007.

60

abundance / spoons

I

I

Gabriela Gründler, My Things, 2007.

61

daily life / spoons

I

I

Mijn Foto, De Volkskrant Magazine, 11.02.2011.

62

daily life / history / spoons

At home we rarely ate with spoons, except on a Sunday when we had soup. My mother thought it ‘common’
to eat with a spoon, that was something for peasants, she said. [...] While eating ice-cream in Tuscany I
noticed the beautiful ice-cream spoon. [...] I copied it onto a serviette and leave it in my portfolio. [...]
I decided to copy every spoon I used on the spot onto the first piece of paper to hand, and to save these.
[...] I decided to string all the drawings of spoons, each with date and number, onto the thread and hang it
on the wall. I wanted to continue with that for a year. [...] I gained a really good overview of my life from
these used spoons and got to know myself better. [...] The spoons tell a history. I
I

Lam de Wolf about: Do You Want to See my Used Spoons from 010802 al 010803?, 2002 - in What Do You Mean, Spoons, 2005.

63

beginning / nothing / imagine

IN THE BEGINNING there was nothing.
It is difficult to imagine.   You have to
leave out everything there is now. You
have to turn off the light, and then not
be there yourself, and then forget the
dark, because in the beginning there was
nothing, not even the dark. If you want to
see the beginning of everything you need
to leave a lot out. Even your mother. I

I

Bart Moeyaert, De Schepping, 2003.

64

spoons / me

			

I

A spoon is a object which contains the whole world in a reflection - the possibility of everything - but remains empty. I

Sarah Nixon, In the beginning there was nothing / In het begin was er niets, 2010.

65

vast / smallness / infinity / me
Me and Rezy talked about the very scientific things. The beginning of everything. The Big
Bang. The particle accelerators in Cern. How big is the universe. How big is infinity. Is it
even possible to imagine what nothing is; to forget everything while remaining conscious?
Is this meditation?
The text is frightening and comforting at the same time. If you’re allowed to forget it all,
nothing is truly significant. Everything is insignificant. The word mother is also comforting,
but the idea of forgetting her, is painful. A mother is always a beginning. Everyone started
this way. The story tries to bring us back to the beginning, back to the womb; and with
the last sentence, even the womb disappears. An implosion. Inside-out. The whole world
slowly retreating in to a back hole. At the same time exploding, like a big bang, moving
forward slowly.
I’m not sure if I’m interested in the science. I’m fascinated by the wonderment. And trying
to imagine the unimaginable. It reminds me of something, when I was maybe six or seven,
my Dad told me a bedtime story and turned off the light. Then he asked me: “Where do
you think the colours go in the dark?” I looked around, in the dark, at my pastel coloured
wallpaper of fairies and unicorns and castles in the sky. And said: “But the colours are all
there, we just cant see them in the dark.”
My Dad tried to explain how the colour is in the light, not the things. And that when the
light goes out, so do the colours. “What nonsense”, I said.
I was sure he’d gone mad. And I argued with him till way passed my bedtime. But I could
not convince him. We agreed to disagree.
Rezy said that maybe I should try to find a metaphor, something that makes it smaller and
comprehensible. Try to understand the vast and infinite through the small and human. A
thing. Or in words.
A lot of Bart Moeyaert’s poems are about the very small, or the unimaginable vast. I

I

Sarah Nixon - about In the beginning there was nothing / In het begin was er niets, (class Rezy Schumacher) 2010.

66

incomplete / sorted

I

I

‘Harriet’s needles’: 109 assorted needles and 1 threader, (Christmas present from Mom, year unknown.)

67

abundance / apparent infinity / selection

I

I

Selection during the International Wine Challenge in London, the jury tested more than ten thousand wines. Photo Dan Kitwood, De Volkskrant, April 2010.

68

desire / belonging / pleasure

It should have been that the world, the things had always belonged to them and that the
signs of their ownership would have multiplied. But they were condemned to conquer:
they could become richer and richer, but they could not make it as if that they had
always been so.
They wished to live in comfort, surrounded by beauty. But instead she uttered cries,
they admired, and this was the surest proof that they were living elsewhere. What they
lacked was tradition. Too often they assumed that what they called luxury, only came
from money. They succumbed to the signs of wealth, they loved riches, before they were
life.
[...]
All things [...] provided the always new frame of an almost animal pleasure, bordering
on a daze: a feeling, almost exactly opposite or nearly exactly the same as what speed
gives, the feeling of a enormous vitality , a great fullness. Seated at this decked table,
they had the feeling of perfect synchrony, they were at perfect harmony with the world,
they bathed in it, they felt at ease, and they had nothing to fear.
However the smallest thing could bring it all to collapse, a false note, a simple moment
of hesitation, a sign a little too coarse, and their happiness would become disrupted;
it would go back what it had always been, a sort of contract, something that they had
purchased, something fragile and pathetic, a moment to breathe that forcefully pointed
out to the most dangerous and the most insecure thing in their lives, in their history. I

I

Georges Perec, Things: A Story of the Sixties, 1965.
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things / abundance / consumerism

They wished for abundance […]

I

I

Georges Perec, Things: A Story of the Sixties, 1965.

70

now / abundance

Repetition appears in abundance in the art and multimedia of today. I

I

Camiel van Winkel, Herhaling en terugkeer, 2003.
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field / abundance / order

I

I

Andreas Gurky, 99 cent, 1999.
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hanging things / display / arranged

I

I

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, photo: Diederik Lammerse (roommate), 2013.
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owner / childhood / arranged

I

I

Cun Si Yi in Chongging, China, photo: Gabriele Galimberti, De Volkskrant magazine, 20.04.2013.
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the collector / same / different

Annette Messager

artist:
the work in the studio

collector:
the work in the bedroom

I

I

Annette Messager, Les Pensionnaires, 2007.
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familiar / function / theatre
What attracts you to a particular object? What sort of ‘character’ interests you?
I seem to recognise them: they are strangely familiar to me. They are often shabby,
miserable, ordinary, dreadful things, bearing the mark of destiny. They are about to feature
in a story. They will have to. [...] We imagine them on stage or placed near a certain actor.
There are families of worn-out objects: the brushes for instance. There is nothing new
about this obsession. Collecting these future companions fills you with a mix of euphoria
and horror. They seem to be conspiring with the plots still to come, as if predestined.
Objects which tried to make life more beautiful, somewhat easier. They are lies which say:
“Take me and your life will be more beautiful.” It is related to art, this wish to survive and
adorn. A trap, a joke - in the theatre even more than elsewhere. I love the idea of a museum
full of miserable little object, shabby old things. There is beauty in it, for sure.
Do you manipulate these objects or do you take them as they are?
Our manipulation is bringing the objects together, putting together a survival or dream
set. I’m interested in changing the way you look at something. The way you see relics-the
beautiful remains of wretched lives. [...]
The objects in your museum are presented in a variety of ways: some look like
they belong to an exhibition of conceptual art, others as if they were part of a big
‘lunapark’. Is this a parody of a museum, a commentary on the modern art is exhibited
nowadays.
The idea of play is important. Like in the theatre-something between true and false.
Everything is false, everything is true. Humour is absolutely necessary, because it is all
a little painful. It pays tribute to the objects we display. Gathering them on a pavement,
locking them up, it is terrible sometimes.
Does your museum have a fixed set up, or do you constantly rearrange the order and
appearance of things?
Anything is possible, it changes all the time. It is like a landscape. Like at the theatre: after
the performance everything is dismantled - disorder again!
Did you collect things before you started working in the theatre? And how would you
define this collector’s mania?
The theatre is highly concrete. It has a story to tell, however fragile or delicate. You cannot
give in to pathology. An obsession has to be transformed, mastered - put to better use. A
performance very quickly detaches itself from us, becoming autonomous with its own
set of rules, its own obsessions. I loathe collections, collectors with 15000 camembert
boxes. I set everything alight. What is interesting is that once the things are there, they no
longer belong to you. They have left you. You are free of them, thanks to the artistic work
performed.
I

Do you have the opportunity to look at your objects, or are they stored in boxes?
They are all packed up. I think about them from time to time, but I never look at them. I
hoard them. I work on the geography, the scenography and I display. There are mountains
of clutter, the allure of that clutter. And then the battle with space constraints and lucky
coincidences. You have to be quick, quick to put it together. It is highly concrete, like a
building site.
Is there a difference between the way you arrange objects on stage and the way you
organise them for an exhibition?
They are related. Even more: the museum is an extension of the theatre. It does something
with a dismantled production; it picks up the remaining pieces of the story. [...] It can be a
cramped little place, or a 1000-square-metre shed. What is important is the story behind the
confinement.
For how long have you been collecting these objects?
There are quieter periods. Then there are feverish rehearsal periods where we are quite
prepared to find what we need for the new story in our own stores, and elsewhere too:
the street, junk dealers. For ‘C’est Magnifique’ we needed stools that opened up. It seems
absurd but there it is: stools in which people store tools, clothes pegs, shoe polish. The
object appeals to us and we sense the story it has to tell. In the production it is put to good
use as Fraçois Morel stores his olives and wine in it. The arrival of the props at rehearsal is
a very important moment, a way of talking to actors, of imperceptibly and gently directing
them, of conveying the story other than with words. [...] We spot an object and it reminds us
of an actor. What a joy! It marks the beginning of a story.
Your props speak out loud and clear. They tell a story, they call out to be touched, for
their texture to be felt; they appeal to the senses.
The choice of material is just as important for us as the choice of text. Objects are highly
suggestive. Our research is very important because this is a theatre of the senses, with the
brutality and immediacy of impressions. A certain smell or the squeaking of floorboards can
give the audience goose pimples.
Do the museum pieces have titles?
Yeas, especially if they are useless, pleonastic. They confirm nothing more. I love the
‘untitled’ pieces. They are the best part of the museum. The tokes of a religion should be
enjoyed. I

interview Macha Makeieff - in Theaterschrift, interviewed by Hannah Hurtzig, Berlin, 1994.
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collection / dead / complete

Any collection, like any document, is literally dead. It lacks the presence of those who keep it, who
collect it, it lacks the necessary affective interaction between subject and object, that according to
Benjamin separates the vivid recollection from the sheer memory. I
I want to activate my collections. I don’t ever want them be finished. Then you’re just keep them
and they become dead. The best collections grow spontaneously in my home. The arrangement is
determined by the spur of the moment.
[...]
Once something is in a collection, I must stay away. I will never be able to listen to that record. II

I
II

Rudi Laermans, Ik verzamel, dus ik ben? Kleine postume dialoog met Walter Benjamin, 1995.
Benjamin Verdonck in Kind van Joseph Beuys, De Morgen 12 February 2013.
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lack / complete

[…] In short, the unique object epitomizes the set to which it belongs. Here we may discern,
in strictly arithmetical terms, an equation between the entire set minus one item, and the single
item missing from the set.
This last, for lack of which the set at large remains meaningless, is a symbolic summation
there of: it is permeated with a strange quality, the very quintessence, so to speak, of the entire
preceding parade of quantities.
[...]
What we have begun to suspect is that the collection is never really initiated in to be complete.
Might it not be that the missing item in the collection is in fact an indispensable and positive
part of the whole, in so far as this lack is the basis of the subject’s ability to grasp himself in
objective terms?
It could indeed be added that the point where a collection closes in on itself and ceases to be
oriented towards an unfilled gap is the point where madness begins.
[…]
What makes a collection transcend mere accumulation is not only the fact of its cultural
complexity, but the fact of its incompleteness, the fact that it lacks something. Lack always
means lack of something unequivocally defined: one needs such and such an absent object.
In practice, the collector is unlikely to turn into a irremediable maniac, precisely because he
collects objects that, one way or another, prevent him regressing toward total abstraction or
psychological delirium. I

I

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.
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rescue / meaning / arranging

On the other hand, one of the finest memories of a collector is the moment when he rescued
a book to which he might never have given a thought, much less a wistful look, because he
found it lonely and abandoned on the market place and bought it to give it freedom-the way
the prince bough a beautiful slave girl in The Arabian Nights. To a book collector, you see,
the true freedom of all books is somewhere on his shelves. I
In short, the collector does not desire personal memories, nor does he wish for a current
self-image, but only to rescue the things.  He is necessarily an old-fashioned metaphysician:
the collector believed the key to the meaning of the collected is by arranging and sorting the
assembled objects. II

I
II

Walter Benjamin, Unpacking my library, A talk about book collecting, 1931.
Rudi Laermans, Ik verzamel, dus ik ben?: Kleine postume dialoog met Walter Benjamin, 1995.
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hanging things / summarisation

He represents an isolated and specific Slovakian artistic
phenomenon of the conceptual art, visual poetry, readymade and found objects in particular. By its style and
means of expression his work created an artistic parallel
to everyday life. His creation has a high degree of
summarising and complexity that relates and reacts
to each other, comments and complements to each
other while expressing various aspects of the artist’s
interest in mutual relations. We could say Otis’ major
summarising work is his archive (Otis calls it deposit) the collection of various objects, originating around 1965
and containing thousands of things ordered according
to certain rules. In 1986 he staged a fascinating and
progressive series of installations in the basement of a
house which culminated in 1988 with the outstanding
exhibition Avcájder (a phonetic rendering of the English
“outsider”). Laubert works with everyday objects, and
the materials themselves often determined the direction
each piece is taking. At the same time, the gallery space
itself is often used as a source of inspiration. I

													

II

objet trouvé

I
II

about Otis Laubert, on mattress.org
Otis Laubert - The Outsider, 1988.
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hanging things / memory

I resurrect things that have been
killed off... My work is all about
		
the potential Iof materials - even
when it looks like they’ve lost all
possibilities.

II

I
II

Cornelia Parker, on artseensoho.com
Cornelia Parker - Cold Dark Matter - Exploded View, 1991.
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hanging things / transformation

I

I

John Hilliard, 765 Paper Balls, 1969.
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theatre / hanging things

I

I

Jannis Kounellis, opera unknown.
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hanging things / rocks

rocks
stones
weight
weight

I

I

Jannis Kounellis, The Room of Stones, the castle of Plieux, 1995.
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hanging things / theatre

I

I

Sarah Nixon, Exit the King, Ionesco, (class Herbert Janse) 2009.
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hanging things / transformation / theatre

I

The best environment is one that empathizes with the players, reacts,
breathes. The space becomes an additional actor. II

I
II

Wikke van Houwelingen, Race milieu moment 2006.
Wikke van Houwelingen, about his work, date unknown.
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hanging things / obsession / infinity

She has lived in a psychiatric institution
for the last four decades, has been obsessed
with dots and infinity for her entire career,
an inspiration she attributes directly to her
hallucinations. With mirrors and LEDs she
offers a taste of the infinite. I

															

I
II

about Yayoi Kusama, source lost.
Yayoi Kusama - Fireflies on the Water, 2002.

II
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hanging things / theatre / apparent infinity

I

I

Katrin Brack, Der Fall Esra, rezeptionsdrama eines romans, Kampnagel, Hamburg, 2009.
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hanging things / theatre / apparent infinity

I

I

Katrin Brack, Anatol, Arthur Schnitzler, Schaubüne am Lehniner Platz, Berlin, 2008.
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theatre / materials
She is one of Germany’s most important scenographers.
She designs sets in which the emptiness breathes and the
actors literally take centre stage. The décor combines
grandeur, simplicity, extravagance and minimalism: mist,
confetti, silver rain, snowfall... Brack works with paper,
foam, smoke - material we are familiar with, but which are
used in an improper way. As a result it forces the actor in to
extreme circumstance, the physical confrontation with the
set is significant. While playing they affect the material.
I do not create a stage design, I give the actors the material.
They create the scenic image. I

II

I
II

Katrin Brack, Program booklet, Tartuffe, Toneelgroep Amsterdam and NT Gent, 2011..
Katrin Brack, Ubukoenig, after Alfred Jarry, Volksbüne am Rosa-Luxemburg-platz, Berlin, 2008.
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theatre / falling things

I

I

Katrin Brack, Kampf des Negers und der Hunde, Bernard-Marie Koltès, Volksbüne am Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz, Berlin, 2003.
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ownership / function

The collector’s existence is tied to many other things as well: to a very mysterious relationship to
ownership […], to a relationship to objects which does not emphasise their functional, utilitarian
value – that is, their usefulness - but studies and loves them as the scene, the stage of their fate.
[..]
And the non-reading of books, you will object, should be characteristic of collectors? I

I

Walter Benjamin, Unpacking my library, A talk about book collecting, 1931.
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psychology / repetition compulsion / re-living / pattern

Repetition compulsion is a psychological phenomenon in which a person
repeats a traumatic event or its circumstances over and over again. This
includes reenacting the event or putting oneself in situations where the
event is likely to happen again. This “re-living” can also take the form of
dreams in which memories and feelings of what happened are repeated,
and even hallucination.
The term can also be used to cover the repetition of behavior or life patterns
more broadly: a “key component in Freud’s understanding of mental
life, ‘repetition compulsion’ [...] describes the pattern whereby people
endlessly repeat patterns of behavior which were difficult or distressing
in earlier life.” I

I

Jan Clark and Jim Crawley, Transference and Projection: Mirrors to the self, 2002.
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the collector / psychology / father / nest

What the deepest stirring of my soul are and exactly why I
collect, I do not know.
[...]

... I have a disturbed relationship with my - long deceased father. And it is the same with all great collectors, as I gather
from all the biographies and autobiographies I have read
about them... it is the same thing with all bibliophiles: they are
sad, ugly men with severely disturbed relationships with their
father and with a sad sexual life. I

II

I
II

Boudewijn Büch - in Jaco Berveling’s, Hebben is houden, 2009.
Trinity College in Dublin.
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poetry / passion / everyday life

On the other hand, the collection offers us a paradigm
of perfection, for this is where the passionate enterprise
of possession can achieve its ambitions, within a space
where the everyday prose of the object-world modulates
into poetry, to institute an unconscious and triumphant
discourse. I

I

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.
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collection / obsession

My only concern is whether
the floors will hold the weight.

I

											

I
II

Cor Handam (book collector) - in Jaco Bervelings, Hebben is Houden, 2009.
music collector Lodewijk Bogaards, De Volkskrant, year unknown.

II
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order / system / desire / identity

I

Both neighbors are collecting flies, on the one side they collect according to desire and
identity. On the other side they like order and systems; they collect because they want to
have strict order of everything. Everything is kind of instant. But shit happens. II
I
II

torn out of AKV/ST. Joost graduation catalogue, artist and year unknown.
artist duo Michael Elmgreen en Ingar Dragset - in documentary Close Up, 31 July 2012.
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ritual / order / familiarity

He took the biscuits carefully out of the packet and laid them
face upward on the grass, in order as he felt of edibility. They
were the same as always, a Ginger, an Osborne, a Digestive,
a Petit Beurre and one anonymous. He always ate the firstnamed last, because he liked it the best, and the anonymous
first, because he thought it very likely the least palatable. The
order in which he ate the remaining three was indifferent to him
and varied irregularly from day to day. On his knees now before
the 5 it struck him for the first time that this reduced to a paltry
six the number of ways in which he could make his meal. But
this was to violate the very essence of the assortment, this was
red permanganate on the Rima of variety. Even if he conquered
his prejudice against the anonymous, still there would be only
twenty-four ways in which the biscuits could be eaten. But were
he to take the final step and overcome his infatuation with the
ginger, then the assortment would spring to life before him,
dancing the radiant measure of its total permutability, edible in
a hundred and twenty ways! I

I

Samuel Beckett, Murphy, 1938.
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obsession / arranging

I

I

Heike Gülker, 100 grams of rice, 2012: A fragment from the work. Gülker photographed 100 grams of rice grain by grain. 5490 photo’s to be exact, every grain is different.
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freud / suppress
Freud
memory
brain

We do not repeat because we repress, we repress because we repeat. I

I

Sigmund Freud - in Gilles Deleuze’s Difference and Repetition, 1968.
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collection / same different

I

I

Louise Bourgeois, Tous Les Cinques II, 2004.
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static / repetitive / dynamic / random

That which is static and repetitive is boring. That which
is dynamic and random is confusing. In between lies art. I

I

John A. Locke (1899 to 1961), person unknown, Quote often misattributed to John Lock, English philosopher.
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disorder / random / cars / tragedy

I

I

Car wrecks in Ishimomaki during the tsunami of March 11th 2011, De Volkskrant, 10.09.2011.
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collection / ownership / tragedy

I

I

In the city Sendai, more than 250 thousand photo’s and personal possessions found after the tsunami of March 11th on display, De Volkskrant 10.3.2012.
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disorder / tragedy

I

I

May 2012: Ital Florida Accident, 22.06.2007.
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disorder / tragedy / shoes

I

I

Terschelling beach littered with shoes from washed-up shipping containers, De Volkskrant, 11.2.2006.
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disorder / ownership / shoes

I

I

Recovered clogs in the Frieslandhal. After the Elfstedentocht skaters desperately search for their property in a huge pile of shoes, NRC Next?, 1985.
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collections / maelstrom

And if we have no collections, it will be all the easier to go along with the maelstrom of life. I

I

Kazimir Malevitsj - in Boris Groys’ The Rationale of the Collection, 2013.

108

disorder / tragedy

I

I

Tipped Truck, a load of spuds cover the A58, the cleanup too hours, date unknown.
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relate / linger / time

I often notice that in order to relate more to the things around
you more consciously, requires peace and time. In order to
notice the different attributes and functions of things, you
have to linger on them. If you are in a rush - rushed by your
work, or by society - you’re not interested in standing still, for
instance, by a tin. You grab it, stick the can opener in and serve
it. You shop in the same aggressive manner. You swipe things
off shelves and check out the stolen goods at the supermarket
exit. There’s no longer any sense of lingering delightedly over
things (like you can linger delightedly, say, over nature). I

I

Erik de Kuyper, Dag stoel naast de tafel. Kroniek van het allerdaagse, 1991.
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disorder / theatre

I

I

Katrin Brack, Tartuffe, Molière, NT Gent and Toneelgroep Amsterdam, 2009.
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collector / specialist

Just about every human practice can be rationalised, translated in
to a deliberate, planned and systematic action. The collector is a
specialist in fields where we all usually generalists or amateurs. This
is also why this character fascinates us so. I

I

Max Weber - in Jean Baudrillard’s The Systems of Objects, 1968.
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function / utilisation / possession

I

I

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.
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desire / love / possession / seriality / harem

I

I

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.

114

freud / serial play / death / daily life

I

I

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.
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fragmentation /objectifying / love

I

I

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.
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tragedy / comedy

Repetition becomes comical when we fall short, that is to say when it does not lead to transformation and
creation of the new, but is a kind of involution, the opposite of an authentic creation. The comical disguise
replaces the tragic metamorphosis. But apparently, this comic or grotesque repetition is necessary for Marx
after the tragic, evolutional or creating repetition. I
All great historical event and characters occur twice, the first time as tragedy, the second time as farce. II

I
II

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.
Karl Marx - in Jean Baudrillard’s The Systems of Objects, 1968.
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pet / love / co-exist

For the collector, the object is a sort of docile dog which receives caresses and returns them in its
own way; or rather, reflects them like a mirror constructed in such a way as to throw back images
not of the real by of the desirable.
Pets are an intermediate category between human beings and objects. It can be said that the object
is itself the perfect pet. It represents the one ‘being’ whose qualities extend my person rather than
confine it. In their plurality, objects are the sole things in existence with which it is truly possible to
co-exist, in so far as their differences do not set them at odds with one another, as is the case with
living beings.I

I

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.

118

same / comical

										

I

II

I
II

Kurt Caviezel, Birds, 2008?
Censored, collected by Erik Kessels,
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owner / meaning

Actually, inheritance is the soundest way of acquiring a collection […] But one
thing should be noted: the phenomenon of collecting loses its meaning as it loses its
personal owner. Even though public collections may be less objectionable socially
and more useful academically than private collections, the objects get their due only
in the latter. I
Only in extinction is the collector comprehended. II

I
2

Walter Benjamin, Illuminations: Unpacking my library, a talk about book collecting, 1931.
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel - in Walter Benjamin’s, Illuminations: Unpacking my library, a talk about book collecting, 1931.
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collection / accumulation / subjectivity / fanaticism

It should be stressed that the concept of collecting (from the Latin colligere,
to select and assemble) is distinct from that of accumulating. The latter
– the piling up of old papers, the stockpiling of items of food – is an
inferior stage of collecting, and lies midway between oral introjection
and anal retention. The next stage is that of the serial accumulation of
identical objects. Collecting proper emerges at first with an orientation to
the cultural: it aspires to discriminate between objects.
A certain quantitative threshold in one’s accumulation allows one to
envisage the possibility of selectivity. But there is no absolute rule. It is
possible to collect Old Master paintings or cheese labels with the same
regressive fanaticism. I

True collecting differs from everyday keeping because it replaces the
always shifting context of life actuality with a specified, artificial and,
in every sense of the word, cultivated framework. The passion of the
collector - the mania - is in a sense never personal. II

I
II

Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.
Rudi Laermans, Ik verzamel, dus ik ben?: Kleine postume dialoog met Walter Benjamin, 1995.
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fanaticism / sublime

Hence the collector partakes of the sublime not by virtue of the types of things he collects (for these
will vary, according to his age, his profession, his social milieu), but by virtue of his fanaticism. I

I

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.
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infinity / sublime / power
Whilst we contemplate so vast an
object, under the arm, as it were, of
almighty power, and invested upon
every side with omnipresence, we
shrink into the minuteness of our
own nature, and are, in a manner,
annihilated before him. And
though a consideration of his other
attributes may relieve, in some
measure, our apprehensions; yet no
conviction of the justice with which
it is exercised, nor the mercy with
which it is tempered, can wholly
remove the terror that naturally
arises from a force which nothing
can withstand. If we rejoice, we
rejoice with trembling: and even
whilst we are receiving benefits,
we cannot but shudder at a power
which can confer benefits of such
																			
mighty importance. I

																	

I
II

Edmund Burke, A philosophical enquiry into the origin of our ideas of the sublime and beautiful, 1757.
Hindeloopen, De Volkskrant, year unknown.

II
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sublime / beauty / pain / pleasure
In aesthetics, the sublime is the quality of greatness, whether physical, moral, intellectual, metaphysical,
aesthetic, spiritual or artistic. The term especially refers to a greatness beyond all possibility of calculation,
measurement or imitation.
Edmund Burke was the first philosopher to argue that the sublime and the beautiful are opposite and mutually
exclusive. Beauty may be accentuated by light, but either intense light or darkness (the absence of light)
is sublime to the degree that it can obliterate the sight of an object. The imagination is moved to awe and
instilled with a degree of horror by what is dark, uncertain, and confused.
Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain, and danger, that is to say, whatever is in any sort
terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner analogous to terror, is a source of the
sublime; that is, it is productive of the strongest emotion which the mind is capable of feeling.
[...]
This terrible emotion could be produced by the grandeur of nature, but it could also be caused by a work of
art. If the latter, because the artwork is a representation rather than a direct experience, the sublime could be
mitigated. [...] When pain and danger come too close, at a certain distance, and adaptation, they can bring us
– not into pleasure, exactly, but into “a sort of delightful horror, a sort of tranquility tinged with terror.
[...]
The passion caused by the great and sublime in nature is astonishment, and astonishment is that state of the
soul in which all its motions are suspended, with some degree of horror. The mind is so entirely filled with
its object that it cannot entertain any other, nor reason on that object which fills it. Astonishment is the effect
of the sublime in its highest degree; its inferior effects are admiration, reverence, and respect. No passion
so effectually robs the mind of all its powers of acting and reasoning as terror; and whatever is terrible with
regard to sight, is sublime.
[...]
Vastness, or greatness of dimension is the most powerful cause of the sublime. I

I

Edmund Burke, A philosophical enquiry into the origin of our ideas of the sublime and beautiful, 1757.
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sublime / infinity / obsession / reason

There are several basic attributes of the sublime.  The first and most conspicuous is vastness. Things that are
small and attractive can be beautiful, but physical greatness is sublime. A second attribute of the sublime is
infinity. Seeing a boundless object in nature fills the mind with the delightful terror that is our response to the
sublime.
[...]
Very few things are truly infinite. But because the eye can often not distinguish the of things, this has the same
effect as when it was truly infinite. We are mislead in a similar way when the components (of a large object)
are so numerous that we cannot oversee the amount, the number. If we sit down after we have spinned around
it seems as if the objects around us keep spinning. When a certain idea is frequently repeated, a mechanism in
the mind keeps repeating it, even after the cause no longer exercises it’s influence.
[...]
When the senses are occupied strongly by something, they cannot easily change the motive or adjust to other
things. They will keep going in their old track until the force of the first motives have died away.
[...]
As an insane person will do so obsessively.
[...]
A strong impression will be strengthened by each new repetition. Without being restrained by reason. I

I

Edmund Burke, A philosophical enquiry into the origin of our ideas of the sublime and beautiful, 1757.
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infinity / succession / uniformity
The eye not being able to perceive the bounds of many things, they seem to be infinite, and they produce the
same effects as if they were really so
[...]
This artificial infinite, an effect produced by succession-that is, a repetitive sequence of identical parts. For
example, in a rotunda you can nowhere fix a boundary; turn which way you will, the same object still seems
to continue, and the imagination has no rest. But the parts must be uniform, as well as circularly disposed, to
give this figure its full force
[...]
Expectation is a device that strengthens the effect . This has a similar effect in sounds. Recurring sounds
arouses expectation, but also fear. If the hearing is recurrently effected in the same way, it will keep vibrating
for a while even after the cause has disappeared. This will further strengthen the effect of vastness.
[...]
The artificial infinite relies upon such uses of succession and uniformity. Succession gives a numerous
impression gives the illusion of surpassing its actual limits. Uniformity in order to prevent the withdrawal
imagination at each change.   Change causes interruption. With each change an new sequence starts. To
achieve perfect vastness, perfect simplicity is required,
[...]
A set of all the different things is perhaps equal to the whole of the parts of a unified object. But it does not
have the same effect. With a whole, vast thing the eye or the mind does not easily encounter its boundaries,
the eye does not come to a halt, the image is the same almost everywhere.
[...]
If the vibrations are not the same on each impression, nothing is created that is greater than the number of
individual impressions. I

I

Edmund Burke, A philosophical enquiry into the origin of our ideas of the sublime and beautiful, 1757.
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sublime / infinity / columns
Let us imagine a gallery of identical columns, placed in a straight line; [...] the rays reflected
by the first round pillar will generate vibrations in the eye, and will generate an image of
the column in the mind. The next pillar reinforces the impression; the next renews and
strengthens and renews the stimulus, blow after blow to the eye, that has long been occupied
in one way, and can not detach itself immediately from the object. Because it has been
startled by the ongoing agitation, it awakens a thought of something great or sublime in the
mind.
Now let us imagine that we do not have a uniform row of columns, but one alternating from
round to square. In this case, the vibration formed by the first column are lost when moments
after they are formed; a very different impression takes its place, which in turn must retreat
for the next. [...] The observation can only form an accurate impression of the last object, it
can not return by itself to a deviating impression.
But, following the same principle, one might wonder, is not a bare wall much more sublime
than a gallery of columns? There the eye is never held up, and one can hardly imagine
anything with more uniformity. However when we behold at a blank wall, the eye can quickly
move over the smooth surface of the entire object, and it is soon reaches its limits. There is
nothing that can stop the progress of the eye, but also nothing that engages it long enough
to evoke a great and lasting effect. It is merely one idea, one impulse.
The sight of a bare wall is undoubtedly grand, if it is particularly high and long, but this is
merely one idea, not a repetition of similar ideas. Such a wall can represent vastness, but
can have nothing to do with infinity. This stimulus can never give as strong an impression as
a sequence of similar stimuli. The nerves of our perception do not want to make a habit of
repeating a particular feeling, when the cause of it is no longer active. And moreover a bare
wall is lacking all the effects of expectation and surprise. I

I

Edmund Burke, A philosophical enquiry into the origin of our ideas of the sublime and beautiful, 1757.

127

rhythm / columns / people

I

I

Louise Bourgeois, The Blind Leading The Blind 1947-9.

128

unease / globalisation / manipulation
The German photographer Andreas Gursky takes pictures of enormous spaces - stock
exchanges, skyscrapers, mountain peaks-in which crowds of people look tiny and
relentless, making their presence felt in the world, like a minute, leisurely colony
of ants. Also like ants, these people appear to spend little time examining their own
encroachment-architectural, technological, and person- al on the natural world. In
their determined, oblivious way, the people in his photographs make clear that there
is no longer any nature uncharted by man. In place of nature we find the invasive
landmarks of a global economy. Taken as a whole, Gursky’s work constitutes a map
of the postmodern civilized world.
[...]
The vertiginous dynamic of globalisation, the subject of Gursky’s work, is the
contemporary locus of the sublime: a grand power in the face of which we feel our
own smallness. We are, in Burke’s term, annihilated. Gursky’s vast photographs of the
Hong Kong stock exchange, massive ships docked at a harbor, cargo planes preparing
to take off, a government building testify to this power.
[...]
Although his photographs give us images of globalisation, Gursky is seeking less to
document the phenomenon than to invoke the sublime in it. He freely manipulates
his images, altering the architecture of the built and natural environments, creating
repetitions, deepening colors, and collapsing time, in order to heighten the sense of
the sublime.
The experience of artificial infinity captures the cubbyhole existence of the individual
residents, as well as the extensive colonization of our living environment by apartment
buildings just like this one.
[...]
The artificial infinite relies upon such uses of succession and uniformity. Gursky’s
photographs frequently seek to play up the uniformity of colours. And thus displays
a degree of abstraction. I
II

I
II

Alix Ohlin, Andreas Gursky and the Contemporary Sublime, 2002.
Andreas Gursky, Shanghai, 1994.

129

small things / love

One of the meanings of the French word objet is “Anything which is the
cause or subject of a passion.” In other words: the loved object. I
In most languages, objects of love are spoken of under diminutive epithets. All diminutive forms are expressions of emotion and tenderness.
We rarely say ‘a great beautiful thing,’ but often ‘a great ugly thing.’
There is a wide difference between admiration and love; and while the
sublime has to do with great and terrible objects, the beautiful is found in
small and pleasing things. Beautiful things are small.
We submit to the things we admire, but we feel love for the things that
submit themselves to us, in the former case we are forced to, and with the
latter we are seduced. II

I
II

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.
Edmund Burke, A philosophical enquiry into the origin of our ideas of the sublime and beautiful, 1757.
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micro / macro / beauty / sublimity
Things that are small and attractive can be beautiful, but physical greatness
is sublime.
[...]
The beautiful is small, smooth, polished, not quite straight, but almost
unnoticeable in it’s deviation from it, light and delicate. The sublime is
vast, rugged, straight lined, with abrupt deviations, dark, gloomy and
solid. The one is based on pain, the other on pleasure.
[...]
The things can be combined in numerous different ways, and therefore we
will undoubtedly encounter objects in which contrary properties of things
are united. These combinations are to be expected in art. I
In his work, Gursky balances large size against the relative smallness and
specificity of individual human beings, who are in clear focus. It is possible
to take in the subject of one of his gigantic photographs at a glance. It is
also possible to look at them for a very long time, examining individual
facial expressions, positions, clothing, and gestures. This tension between
micro and macro, one of the operating principles of his photographs, acts
as a constant reminder to us that people are simultaneously individuals,
with a sense of their own importance, and bit players in the drama of
globalisation. II

I
II

Edmund Burke, A philosophical enquiry into the origin of our ideas of the sublime and beautiful, 1757.
Alix Ohlin, Andreas Gursky and the Contemporary Sublime, 2002.

131

love / fear / small / vast

And if we combine smallness and vastness? The loved and the feared?

I

Sarah Nixon, May 2013.

I

132

small / large / one / many

I would argue that many small
objects can form one large object. Is
a collection not a thing, something
other than the multitude of many
small ones? I

I

Sarah Nixon, May 2013.

133

infinity / succession / uniformity / smallness / rhythm

The eye is not able to perceive the bounds of many things. They seem to be infinite
and they produce the same effects as if they were really so. The artificial infinite
- an effect produced by succession - that is a repetitive sequence of identical
parts. But the parts must be uniform. The buildings appear both infinite and
self enclosed with neither beginning nor end. The architecture develops its own
vertiginous dynamics. The artificial infinite relies upon such uses of succession
and uniformity.
In Gursky’s photograph Shanghai (2000), this is exactly what happens: the
repetition of yellow parts and the vortexlike circularity of the structure cause the
building to appear both infinite and self enclosed, without beginning nor end. The
architecture develops its own vertiginous dynamic. I

			

I
II

Edmund Burke - in Alix Ohlin’s Andreas Gursky and the Contemporary Sublime, 2002.
Andreas Gursky, Shanghai, 2000.

II
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rhythm / city / people
It took the Brazilian photographer two and a half years to
take the 45 photo’s that this collage contains. Each scene
was shot separately. [...] The apartment in Sao Paulo has
9 floors and used to be a textile factory. In 2005 it was
squatted. I

II

I
II

about Julio Bittencourt, De Volkskrant, 32.12.2011.
Julio Bittencourt, Prestes Maia 47, 2005.

135

rhythm / apparent infinity / smallness

I

I		

Michael de Wolf, Architecture of Density (Hong Kong), year unknown.

136

rhythm / smallness / abstraction

I

I

Andreas Gursky, Paris, Monparnasse, 1993.

137

rhythm / apparent infinity / smallness

I

I

Michael de Wolf, Architecture of Density (Hong Kong), year unknown.

138

manipulation / coherence

When assembled and fitted together, the components of a technical
object embody a coherence. Yet the structure betrays its fragility
once confronted by the mind: from the outside it may cohere
by virtue of its function, but for the psyche it is a form open to
manipulation. I

I

Jean Baudrillard, The Systems of Objects, 1968.

139

beachcombing / stories / childhood

I remember a long time ago, a girl telling a story about what she was
going to be when she grew up; she was very certain she was going to be a
beachcomber. She was going to live by the sea, comb the beach every day,
and write stories about what she had found. I remember thinking that would
be the perfect thing to be. And the perfect excuse never to grow up. I

I

Sarah Nixon, 2005.

140

beachcombing / found

A two-part sculptural and photographic installation comprising thousands
of items of detritus the artist has gathered at two sites—a playing field
near his home in New York and a protected coastal biosphere in Baja
California Sur, Mexico, that is also the repository for flows of industrial
and commercial waste from across the Pacific Ocean. I

I

Gabriel Orozco, Asterisms, 2012-2013.

141

same different / memory

I

I

Louise Bourgeois, Le Défi, 1991.

142

intelligence / resonance / collaboration

Collective intelligence is a shared intelligence or a group-intelligence that stems from the
collaboration between individuals or from the competition between individuals. It is the
collective intelligence of a system that doesn’t necessarily lead back to an individual.
The resonance of a brain with its own past states also helps to explain the memories of
individual animals and humans. There is no need for all memories to be stored inside the
brain. Social groups are likewise organized by fields, as in schools of fish and flocks of
birds.
Seemingly independent individuals can cooperate so closely as to become indistinguishable
from a single organism. This collaborative process at work in ants that acted like the cells
of a single beast called a superorganism.I

I

William Morton Wheeler, (entomologist) 1911.

143

morphogenetic field / field

I

I

Rupert Sheldrake, Morphic Resonance and Morphic Fields, 2005.  

144

people / same / collective intelligence

I

I

Formule 1, De Volkskrant, date unknown.

145

flock

I

I

De Volkskrant, date unknown.

146

swarm

I

I

one billion butterflies travel 2,500 kilometers, Holland Herald, date unknown.

147

found object / theatre

I

I

Sarah Nixon, Hiob, Masterclass Johan Simons, director Tatiana Pratley, 2011.

148

things / theatre

																			

I

‘De Sonate van Vinteuil’ (A la recherche du temps perdu), Bonheur / Lantaren Venster Producties, year unknown.

I

149

archive / memory / ritual / anonymity / momentum
His infatuation with confiscated war relics, (post-) belongings and objet
trouvé make reference to the anonymity and translucence of memory, the
interstitial space between sentimentality and indifference, and ultimately
focus on transience, singularity and, often forced despondency. I

II

I
II

about Christian Boltanski, source and date unknown.
Christian Boltanski, The Clothes of Francois C, 1972.

150

memory / evidence

I

[...] the images possessing the lucidity and vagrant non-specificity of memory itself. II

I

II

Christian Boltanski, The Clothes of Francois C (detail), 1972.
about Christian Boltanski, source and date unknown.

151

archive / memory / tragedy

[...] patterns, repetition, repeated images,
repeated formats and the ritual like repetitions
of his art-making procedures - whether learned
from other conceptualists or in the mimicry
of everyday life, are the structural basis for
almost all his work.
[...] they become iconic celebrations of
memory, and like Warhol, the repetition of
images gives the work momentum.I

II

I
II

about Christian Boltanski, source and date unknown.
Christian Boltanski, Dead Swiss on shelves with white cotton, year unknown.

152

memorial / archive / tragedy

		

I
II
III

Christian Boltanski, Réserve du musee des enfants 1990.
Christian Boltanski, Réserve, 1990.
interviewer to Christian Boltanski, 1994.

I

II
											
I think that you must be a man with a vert special memory, I’m not saying that
you are lying about the past, but since you invent in, you have to remember
all these invented facts and false memories.III

153

ritual / meditation / mantra

I

This image is one of hundreds, repeated without repetition. [...] This is indeed archive fever...
[...]
It is true, I always repeat myself. I always repeat the same thing. I always repeat. II

I
II

Christian Boltanski, title and year unknown, (early work).
Christian Boltanski, interview, 1994.

154

archive / memorial / tragedy

									

I
II

I
II

Christian Boltanski, Réserve des suisses morts, 1990.
Christian Boltanski, Archiv der Deutschen Abgeordneten, 1999.
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fear of forgetting / archive / ritual

I

I

Sophie Calle, The Birthday Ceremony, 1980-1993.

156

archive / memorial / ritual

I

I

Sophie Calle, The Birthday Ceremony, 1980-1993.

157

memorial / ritual

I

I

Sophie Calle, The Birthday Ceremony, 1980-1993.

158

order / theatre

I

I

Sarah Nixon, De Russen! (class Catharina Scholten) 2011.

159

daily life

I

I

Sarah Nixon, drawing people in the Jodenbreestraat Amsterdam, (class Jan Klatter) 2011

160

daily life

I

I

Sarah Nixon, drawing people in the Jodenbreestraat Amsterdam, (class Jan Klatter) 2011

161

theatre / people / tragedy

														

												

I
II

Jannis Kounellis - in Stephen Bann’s Jannis Kounellis, 1994.
Jannis Kounellis, Lohengrin, Wagner, director: Pierre Audi, De Nederlandse Opera, 2002.

I

II

162

multiplication / serialisation / shoes

[...] but perhaps the most important thing is repetition, the meaning of
which is not so much social insurrection as a reference to the necessary
regeneration of post-war Italy. And having mentioned this particular
work and its reiterative dimension, let me insist on the fact that in
Kounellis’ shows Renaissance rectilinearity is a constant presence,
although this is generally offset by some Baroque diagonally or by the
vertical or horizontal displacements of certain works or details, clearly
a reference to the multiplicity of perspectival vanishing points. What is
more, there is very often a serialisation of the images and a deliberate
repetition of motifs within the composition. There is no contradiction
here, however, in spite of the fact that in its elimination, in the first place
because the compositional condition is applied to the whole rather than
to its component parts, and secondly because reiteration in Kounellis
has a metaphorical basis rather than a destructive technical rationale.
This basis is that of soothing holy litany, which liberates rather than
assaults and consolidates rather than dissipates. In any case, if the
trace of serialization is present in the form of the multiplicity of the
							
same
object, this serves to exalt it, not disparage it. I

II

I
II

Jannis Kounellis, title unknown.
about Jannis Kounellis, Gloria Moure, 2001.
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theatre / hanging things / tragedy

I

I

Jannis Kounellis, unknown opera.
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sorted / rocks / books

														

I
II

I
II

Jannis Kounellis, Untitled, 1969.
Jannis Kounellis, Untitled, 1993.
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obsession / renew

I

I

Marc Giai-Miniet, Créations Numériques: Zone de Concentration, 2011?

166

rhythm / city

I

I

The 80 thousand inhabitants of this part of Cairo form a recycling machine. On the roofs the sorted waste waits for a buyer. De Volkskrant, year unknown.

167

beer cans / multiple
If the house is square, this is because the square is an absolute. If the door has human
dimensions, this is because people walk through it.
If the plan of a city is oriented towards the east, this is because it uses the sunrise as a
reference point.
If the corners of a house tend to be vertical, this is because trees are subject to the same
tension.
Where lies the beauty in a beer can? How does it differ from a painting by Titian? And
does our own era identify with a can of beer? I want to be freed from the impossible
arrogance of the past, therefore I love this beer can, but am I really free?
The characteristic of a beer can is that it is repeated an infinite number of times, while
a painting of Titian is unique Therefore, I identify hypothetically with the beer can and
its necessary repetition.
But what have I lost of my own integrity, of my own profound cultural nature, by
identifying with the beer can repeated , in order to exist, an infinite number of times?
Thus the drama lies in having loved a beer can, in the knowledge that this is inconsistent
given the profundity of a unique painting.
If the window frames a landscape, the visionary accentuates its meaning as long as the
vision lasts.
Therefore this perverse beer can, so deeply loved, is not enough for me.
I must endow it with meanings that will make it acceptable to my eyes, accustomed as
they are to a stratified landscape.
So what do I add to this beer can, and what do I remove from it?
I add a vision of time that takes the past into account, and I remove a part of its nature,
that is, the fact that it is repeated. In this way I make it unique, and thus at least I recover
my own cultural independence and balance it against the painting of Titian.
From that coal heap, he knew that he was condemned to death and had to save
himself.

I

Jannis Kounellis, writings, 1985-2000.

This can is shit; this can is nonsense; this can is a diabolical invention to fool me;
this can is as perverse as a prostitute; this can is a capitalist invention; this can is an
oppressor; yet I’ve loved this can for a long time, even knowing that it ceases to exist
when compared with work from the past, with the gigantic city walls of Mycenae, with
the dimensions of a door, with the dimensions of a bed, with the enigma of a Symbolist
painting, with the joyous reality of an operetta.
My mother is Itheeca; my youth is Ithaca.
So what does the beer can represent?
Steam engines are as multiple as a beer can. Singer sewing machines are as multiple
as a beer can. Borsalino hats are as multiple as a beer can. Scoffee sacks, which have
marked a whole epoch, are as multiple as a beer can. Beds in a hospital ward are
multiple.
Identity cards are multiple.
Prison registers are multiple.
Barroom glasses are multiple.
Newspapers are multiple.
Therefore in my eagerness to travel I love the beer can because it resembles a steam
engine; even in the knowledge that it will never represent the universality which a work
from the past imposes on me.
A ticket for the train journey from Cologne to Berlin costs fifteen beer cans.
A volkswagen costs 13,000 beer cans.
A racehorse costs 2,000 beer cans.
An apartment costs one million beer cans.
A pair of shoes costs five-hundred beer cans.
A canvas by a novice painter costs 2,000 beer cans.
I’ve learnt that the works in which I use wool, which echo that lost Arcady, outside time,
can be acquired for the equivalent of 150,000 beer cans.
Ithaca! Visionary Ithaca!
Two world wars have been fought so that this beer can might finally occupy a privileged
position in my heart..
We’ve killed the king and, with him, all that is sacred.

I

Just as we intended, laicism has triumphed, as is just. But it is impossible not to feel the
lack of spirituality represented by a black statuette.
168

rhythm / city / zoom / miniature

I

I

Rociana, Spain, Photo Marcel de...[illegible], year unknown.

169

rhythm / similar / apparent infinity

I

I

Mexico City, photographer and year unknown.

170

rhythm / pattern / zooming out

I

I

The Botlekgebied in the Rotterdam harbor, photo: Your Captain Luchtfotografie, 2011.

171

storage / trains

I

I

Trains at the Amsterdam Central switch yard, De Volkskrant, 07.02.2012.

172

arranged / trains

I

I

Switch yard, photographer unknown.

173

arranged / pattern / trains

I

I

Switch yard, location unknown, NRC Handelsblad, 23.08.2012.

174

rhythm / pattern

I

I

hundreds of meters of avalanche-fences at Paznauntal (Ischgl), Austria, photo Johannes Simon, date unknown.

175

same / different

I

I

snowdrops, species.

176

field / abstraction / zoom

I

I

Alandscape photographer who cherishes the bird perspective and creates images in which reality automatically becomes
an abstraction. Conifer nursery, Boskoop, Untitled #04. Gerco de Ruijter from series Almost Nature, 2012.

177

beach / miniature

I

I

unknown beach, unknown photographer.

178

scattered / beach / miniature

I

I

Scheveningen August 19th 2012, De Volkskrant.

179

scattered / beach / above

I

I

Nederland van boven / The Netherlands from above (Dutch television show), 2012.

180

scattered / beach / above

I

I

Noordwijk August 19th, De Volkskrant, year unknown.

181

beach / miniature / swarm

I

I

Jehangir Sorabjee, Chowpatty Beach during the Ganesh Festival, Mister Motley, photographer unknown.

182

uniformity / infinity / harmony / submission

I

I

Andreas Gursky, Pyongyang I, 2007.

183

uniformity / order / protest

I

I

By Monday afternoon, 70 people had posted nude photos of themselves on a website called “Ai Wei Fans’ Nudity – Listen, Chinese 		
Government: Nudity is not Pornography” – a rare form of protest in a country where public nudity is still taboo. 21.11.2011.

184

above / uniformity / order / submission

I

I

A detailed drawing of the slave ship Brookes, showing how 482 people were to be packed onto the decks. The detailed plans and cross sectional drawing of the slave ship 		
Brookes was distributed by the Abolitionist Society in England as part of their campaign against the slave trade, and dates from 1789. De Volkskrant.

185

pattern / above / protest

I

I

source unknown.

186

people / surround

				
				

I

Marc Warning, May 2012.

You should also surround yourself with a collection op people. I

187

gathering / pattern / memorial

I

I

Dedication Vietnam Veterans War Memorial, Washington, 1982.

188

uniformity / pattern / march

I

I

Alexander Rodchenko, Column of Dynamo Sport Society, 1932.

189

too much / scattered / uniformity

I

I

[illegible] symbolise the places where the devil would have appeared to Ibrahim (Abraham in the Bible), trying to convince him to resist God’s will and not sacrifice his son.
After the stoning the last part of the five-day ceremony can start: the Islamic Feast of Sacrifice. De Volkskrant Magazine, photo Hassan Ammar, year unknown.

190

sardines / too full

A group of stranded elderly people have sought
refuge in a ball pool in the airport. They are
waiting for a flight like sardines in a can. I

I

headline De Telegraaf, 31.01.2011.

Een groep gestrande bejaarden heeft zijn
toevlucht gezocht tot de ballenbak en
wachten lepeltje lepeltje op een vlucht.

191

scattered

I

I

Hendrick Avercamp,Winterlandschap met schaatsers, approx. 1608.

192

city / scattered / zoom / above

I

I

“We are busy, but have to reinvent our rhythm” says Marli Huijer, De Volkskrant, date unknown.

193

uniformity / pattern / above

I

I

Chinese seeking employment wait for a chance to get in to the job market in Hangzhou. De Volkskrant Magazine, 28 February, year unknown.

194

above / arranged / tragedy?

I

I

Hindus gather during Magn Mela to wash their sins away in the Ganges, NRC Handelsblad, 28.01.2012.

195

above / order / tragedy?

I

I

Parents of Students sleeping in an auditorium in Wuhan. They have accompanied their children for the start of their first semester. On September 7th. In 1998 there
were 1 million students and in 2003 17 million. De Volksrkant Magazine.

196

scattered / theatre

I

I

Katrin Brack, Leon und Lena, Thalia Theater Hamburg 2008.

197

infinity / abstraction / above / tragedy

I

I

[lost] killed in heavy fire between the Syrian army and rebels, (Homs, 2011?)

198

apparent infinity / uniformity / swarm

I

I

Still from Jeroen Eisinga’s Springtime, 2011.

199

hypnotic / lull / pattern

Music, rhythm and repetition have a hypnotic effect that can
lull people into following a pattern in unthinking ways.I

I

from changingminds.org - about Hugh Rank’s persuasion research: Teaching about public persuasion, 1976.

200

psychology / trance / hypnosis

Repetition is also a basis for trance states and is consequently a basis of hypnosis and hypnotic techniques.I

I

from changingminds.org - about Hugh Rank’s persuasion research: Teaching about public persuasion, 1976.

201

rhythm / game / mantra

I

I

Marina Abramović , Rhythm 10, 1973.

202

persuasion

If something happens often enough, I will eventually be persuaded. I

I

from changingminds.org - about Hugh Rank’s persuasion research: Teaching about public persuasion, 1976.

203

manifest / persuasion
1. An artist’s conduct in his life:
– An artist should not lie to himself or others
– An artist should not steal ideas from other artists
– An artist should not compromise for themselves or in regards to the
art market
– An artist should not kill other human beings
– An artist should not make themselves into an idol
– An artist should not make themselves into an idol
– An artist should not make themselves into an idol
2. An artist’s relation to his love life:
– An artist should avoid falling in love with another artist
– An artist should avoid falling in love with another artist
– An artist should avoid falling in love with another artist
3. An artist’s relation to the erotic:
– An artist should develop an erotic point of view on the world
– An artist should be erotic
– An artist should be erotic
– An artist should be erotic
4. An artist’s relation to suffering:
– An artist should suffer
– From the suffering comes the best work
– Suffering brings transformation
– Through the suffering an artist transcends their spirit
– Through the suffering an artist transcends their spirit
– Through the suffering an artist transcends their spirit
5. An artist’s relation to depression:
– An artist should not be depressed
– Depression is a disease and should be cured
– Depression is not productive for an artist
– Depression is not productive for an artist
– Depression is not productive for an artist
6. An artist’s relation to suicide:
– Suicide is a crime against life
– An artist should not commit suicide
– An artist should not commit suicide
– An artist should not commit suicide
7. An artist’s relation to inspiration:
– An artist should look deep inside themselves for inspiration
– The deeper they look inside themselves, the more universal they
become
– The artist is universe
– The artist is universe
– The artist is universe
8. An artist’s relation to self-control:
– The artist should not have self-c ontrol about his life

I

Marina Abramović, An artist’s life Manifesto, 2009?

– The artist should have total self-control about his work
– The artist should not have self-control about his life
– The artist should have total self-control about his work
9. An artist’s relation with transparency:
– The artist should give and receive at the same time
– Transparency means receptive
– Transparency means to give
– Transparency means to receive
– Transparency means receptive
– Transparency means to give
– Transparency means to receive
– Transparency means receptive
– Transparency means to give
– Transparency means to receive
10. An artist’s relation to symbols:
– An artist creates his own symbols
– Symbols are an artist’s language
– The language must then be translated
– Sometimes it is difficult to find the key
– Sometimes it is difficult to find the key
– Sometimes it is difficult to find the key
11. An artist’s relation to silence:
– An artist has to understand silence
– An artist has to create a space for silence to enter his work
– Silence is like an island in the middle of a turbulent ocean
– Silence is like an island in the middle of a turbulent ocean
– Silence is like an island in the middle of a turbulent ocean
12. An artist’s relation to solitude:
– An artist must make time for the long periods of solitude
– Solitude is extremely important
– Away from home
– Away from the studio
– Away from family
– Away from friends
– An artist should stay for long periods of time at waterfalls
– An artist should stay for long periods of time at exploding volcanoes
– An artist should stay for long periods of time looking at the fast running
rivers
– An artist should stay for long periods of time looking at the horizon where
the
ocean and sky meet
– An artist should stay for long periods of time looking at the stars in the
night sky
13. An artist’s conduct in relation to work:
– An artist should avoid going to the studio every day
– An artist should not treat his work schedule as a bank employee does
– An artist should explore life and work only when an idea comes to him in a
dream
or during the day as a vision that arises as a surprise
– An artist should not repeat himself

– An artist should not overproduce
– An artist should avoid his own art pollution
– An artist should avoid his own art pollution
– An artist should avoid his own art pollution
14. An artist’s possessions:
– Buddhist monks advise that it is best to have nine possessions in their
life:
1 robe for the summer
1 robe for the winter
1 pair of shoes
1 begging bowl for food
1 mosquito net
1 prayer book
1
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
1 mat to sleep on
1 pair of glasses if needed
– An artist should decide for himself the minimum personal possessions
they should have
– An artist should have more and more of less and less
– An artist should have more and more of less and less
– An artist should have more and more of less and less
15. A list of an artist’s friends:
– An artist should have friends that lift their spirits
– An artist should have friends that lift their spirits
– An artist should have friends that lift their spirits
16. A list of an artist’s enemies:
– Enemies are very important
– The Dalai Lama has said that it is easy to have compassion with friends
but much more difficult to have compassion with enemies
– An artist has to learn to forgive
– An artist has to learn to forgive
– An artist has to learn to forgive
17. Different death scenarios:
– An artist has to be aware of his own mortality
– For an artist, it is not only important how he lives his life but also how
he dies
– An artist should look at the symbols of his work for
I the signs of different death scenarios
– An artist should die consciously without fear
– An artist should die consciously without fear
– An artist should die consciously without fear
18. Different funeral scenarios:
– An artist should give instructions before the funeral so that everything
is done the way he wants it

204

return / progress

It is this seemingly-instinctive rush forwards the repetition and recurrence are
given free range to play with that which we thought we had left behind us. In
repetition the progress manifests itself in a circular structure, a corridor that does
not move ahead in a straight line, but spins around itself like a vortex. I

I

Dirk Pültau and Camiel van Winkel - Herhaling en terugkeer, 2003.

205

persuasion / circular

I

I

Ulay / Abramović, Relation in Movement, 1977.

206

objective / biography

But the creator of the collection is obviously a key figure, without whom
the individual works would fall apart, the collector is the binding factor, his
vision forges the pieces together into something resembling a collection.
[...]
In his novel One, No one and One Hundred Thousand Pirandello describes a
character that is trying to detect an unconscious act or mimicry in the mirror,
because he wishes to see himself as others see him: objectively. Like a thing,
an object. But because this will never be possible, there are collectors. I

I

Renée Steenbergen, De echte en de ideale verzamelaar - een speurtocht, 1995.

207

collector / love / seriality

Collecting is like falling in love over and over again. It is a infatuation
that later turns into love. Once you’ve possessed the thing for a while,
the excitement is fades away. Then it is time for a new infatuation. I

I

anonymous woman - in Renée Steenbergen’s De echte en de ideale verzamelaar - een speurtocht, 1995.

208

ownership / mutual / need

[...] ownership is the most intimate relationship that one can
have to objects. Not that they come alive in him; it is he who
lives in them. I
Liefdesgedicht
Je hebt de dingen niet nodig om te kunnen zien,
de dingen hebben jou nodig om gezien te worden. II

I
2

Walter Benjamin, Unpacking my library, a talk about book collecting, 1931.
K. Schippers, Love Poem / You don’t need the things to see, the things need you to be seen, 1985.

209

have / keep / own / love / me

to have is to own
to keep is to own
to have is to keep
to own is to have
to have is to love
I

I

(considering the translation of the Dutch word ‘houden’) - after Jaco Berveling’s Hebben is Houden, 2009.

210

love / less

Everything is
intertwined
entangled
and in love
[...]
Things - if we understood them better, maybe we would need less of them. I

I

Ann Meskens, Op de rug van de dingen - Premsela-lezing 11 May 2006.

211

found / categorise / classification

Over the course of five weeks in the spring of 2001, Mark
Dion and nearly 90 volunteers, took to the shores, vacant lots,
and farmland of New England. The result of these surveys is
New England Dig.
Contemporary cultural artifacts – what some people call
“garbage” – were collected, cleaned, categorised and
ultimately organised
[...]
In witnessing the digs themselves, it is evident that there is a
distinct type of energy that prevails throughout the process,
as people relish in the excitement of each new find. After
the digs, each artifact is revisited again and discovered anew
during the cleaning and classification stages. The process then
comes to its fruition as the objects enter their final resting
place, the finished display cabinets. In the end, the objects
have travelled full circle from being once useful things to
becoming trash to treasure to artwork. I

I

Tate Modern about Mark Dion’s New England Dig, 2001.

212

waste / respect / presentation

“What makes a curious collection
such as this so fascinating?
The way it is presented.
By treating the waste with so much
respect, the viewer automatically
takes a better look. I

I

Mark Dion about The New England Dig, 2001.

213

physiognomy / past

And collectors are the physiognomists of the world of objects,
they turn into interpreters of fate. One has only to watch a
collector handle the objects in his glass case. As he holds them in
his hands, he seems to be seeing through them into their distant
past as though inspired. I
(Physiognomists:
the assessment of a person’s character or personality from his
outer appearance, especially the face. II )

I
II

Walter Benjamin, The Work of Art in the Age of it’s Technological Reproducibility, 1936.
wikipedia.com

214

found / order

I

I

Guillaume Bijl, Composition Trouvé, 1988.

215

present / past / future

[...]a phenomenon often associated with the passion of collecting is the loss of all sense of present. I
It is not because of these that we see the time of the collecting as diverging from real time, but rather
because the setting up of a collection itself displaces real time. Doubtless this is te fundamental
project of all collecting – to translate real time into the dimensions of a system. II
For collectors the present is dedicated to the past. III
The first synthesis that of habit, shapes time as a living present, on a passive foundation on which past
and present will depend. The second synthesis, is that of the memory, forms the time as pure past,
from the point of view of one passing present and a new one emerging. The third synthesis is that of
the present, an author, an agent that is predestined to disappear, the past is merely a condition.
Repetition through the three syntheses, but in a very diverse way: the present is the repeater, the past
is the repetition as such, whilst the future is the repeated. IV

I
II
III
IV

Maurice Rheims, Les Collectionneurs, 1981.
Jean, Baudrillard, The Systems of Collecting, 1994.
Rudi Laermans, Ik verzamel, dus ik ben?: Kleine postume dialoog met Walter Benjamin, 1995.
Gilles Deleuze, Difference and repetition, 1968.

216

order / collection / obsession

Some people actively search for routine and repetition as a
means to cope with stress or anxiety - which in turn provides
the stability to focus.
He represents the fear of all of humanity to lose the overview. The
feeling of finding yourself in chaos. In explosion of information.
We need to create order. This can become a state of mania.
Armand Schultess (1901-1972) tried to exorcise his anxiety
and fears with outrageous reference work. Creating an
encyclopedia all around him. A kind of protection against the
incomprehensible outside world. I

II

I
II

about Armand Schultess - by Atte Jongstra, In je eentje de hele wereld ordenen, NRC Handelsblad, 07.09.2012.
Hans-Ulrich Schlumpf, Armand Schulthess: Rekonstruktion eines Universums, 2011.

217

collection / obsession

I

I

Susan Hiller Die Gedanken sind frei: 100 songs for the 100 days of dOCUMENTA (13), 2011-2012.

218

memory / store / find / arrange / theatre
You must always realise that everything is made up of memories. Because you have the illusion of
being unique, it hurts that something like a memory occurs. This is a memory has to be tamed and
channelled.
[...]
Memories are about making things temporarily your own. I always think like that about my 17th and
18th-century Chinese tables too: they’re mine ‘for a time’. In the history of that table this is of little real
significance, since, if nothing terrible happens, that table will still exist in four or five hundred years
time. When I buy things, I always call it ‘finding’ of ‘rediscovering’.
[...]
Things I find, they can be used, and so create the need for storage. Over the years that adds up to a lot. I
don’t have that feeling only with regards to designing sets, but with everything, and it doesn’t take any
trouble: it is so inextricably bound up with the way I think that these things come to me themselves.
[...]
If you arrange your memories, then you’re talking about a work of art, then you are interpreting your
memories. You certainly don’t remember things in a way that they are communicable to others.
[..]
What also fascinated me is the panic you can get into when you walk round an art gallery and see
all those things that have been created, all coagulated memories, through constructions reproduced
technically. I

I

Jan Joris Lamers - in Theaterschrift, interview with Marianne van Kerkhoven, Amsterdam, 1994.

219

emphasis / obsession / protest

I

I

Every day Sara van der Heide paints a Dutch cabinet, in protest. NRC Handelsblad, 19.03.2011.

220

poetry / abstraction / rhyme

I

I

“An image sonnet does not rhyme like a sonnet in words, but in a different way”. - Ted van Lieshout, Cashew Sonnet - in Driedelig Paard, 2011.

221

function / correspondance

I

I

Stephen Antonakos, Package Project, 1971: Antonakos wrote to nearly 100 friends in New York and elsewhere, asking each to “send me something in a package for a project I
am doing.” They did. And he never opened them.

222

correspondance / pattern / rhythm

I

I

Alighiero Boetti, Code : Eritrea Libera, 1975.

223

black / reproduction / rhythm

I

I

Wade Guyton, Untitled, 2008.

224

rhythm / pattern

Two or more identical or near identical elements
are an expression of visual agreement.
[...]
The parallels between rhythm in sound and
music are very exact to the idea of rhythm in
a visual composition. The difference is that the
times beat is sensed by the eyes rather than the
ears.
Emphasis is provided through break in the
rhythm.
[...]
Linear rhythm refers to the characteristic flow
of the individual line. Linear rhythm is not as
dependent on pattern but is more dependent on
timed movement of the viewers eye.
[...]
Repetition involves the use of patterning to
achieve timed movement and a visual beat. I

I

from facweb.cs.depaul.edu.

225

typographies / familiarity / abstraction

															

I

Gerhard Richter, Atlas, 1962.

I

226

accumulation / ongoing

I

I

Gerhard Richter, Atlas, 1962- ungoing.

227

same / different

I

I

Erwin Wurm, Ohne Titel Raum. 1999.

228

mirror / biography / personification

I

I

Erwin Wurm, Selbstporträt als Gurken, 2010.

229

shoes / personification

I

I

Eleanor Antin, 100 Boots series, 1970-1980.

230

shoes / personification / arranged

I

I

Eleanor Antin, 100 Boots series, 1970-1980.

231

poetry / same /different

I

I

K. Schippers, Veertien hoeden (Fourteen hats), 1980.

232

found / same / different

I

I

Guillaume Bijl, Composition Trouvé, 1990.

233

found / order

I

I

Guillaume Bijl, Composition Trouvé, 1989.

234

buttons / people

I

I

Charles LeDray, Buttons (human bones), 2001-2002.

235

buttons / people

I

I

Fortuyn O’Brien, Soldiers, 2003.

236

series / chorus / self containment

series: The meaning of a word can only be worded
with another word which chooses the first as a subject.
That explains the following paradoxical situation: the
linguistic precursor belongs to a kind of meta-language
and can only be embodied by a word that according to
the sequence of the first degree verbal representation
has no meaning. This is the chorus.
[...]
Every series explains or develops itself.
[...]
Essential for coinciding is the simultaneity of all the
divergent series, the fact that they all co-exists. Series
succeed one another. I

I

Gilles Deleuze, Repetition and Difference, 1968.

237

arrange / found

“After the walk, I arrange the keys” I

I

Annette Messager, Les Pensionnaires, 2007.

238

poetry / found / lists

Grote potroos in pot
Rozenschaal in pot
Potroos
Potroos in schaal
Potroos in pot
Miniroos in pot
Potgerbera in zaans huisje pot
I

I

found with Sanne Lips and Liesje Knobel in the Albert Heijn, Jodenbreestraat 22.06.2010.

239

daily life / history / lists

In the tenth century there was a lady at the Japanese court who
wrote down everything that came to mind, what she found attractive, what she disliked. She wrote about everyday life: about
the weather, about the trees, the people and the things. It could
be things that made the heart beat faster, things that evoke a soft
memory of the past; things that annoyed someone, beautiful things
or things that fell from the sky; things that should be wide, things
that should be short, things that are worth seeing; things that are
far away or close by, or things that you are anticipating. Of all
these things the gentle woman constructed lists. Short sketches,
enumerations of things without worth, of extraordinarily beautiful things, of things that are better when they are painted or of
things that are worse when they are. I

I

about Sei Shonagon’s The Pillow Book, 1002 Japan - in Eric De Kuyper’s Dag Stoel Naast de Tafel, 1991.

240

found / same / different

I

I

collection found on Waterlooplein, Amsterdam, September 2012.

241

lists / memory / found

I

I

Sarah Nixon, grocery list collection, (category: handwriting old), 2010-present.

242

lists / memory / similar / found

I

I

Sarah Nixon, grocery list collection, (category: yellow paper), 2010-present.

243

lists / memory / found

I

I

Sarah Nixon, grocery list collection, (category: coloured paper), 2010-present.

244

lists / memory

Everyone collects something.
What do you collect? I
Grocery lists.
Lists for remembering.
Short term memory.
I’m not allowed to keep them, only find.
I’m not allowed to know who’s.
Each one has a personality.
Each one is a person.II

I
II

about inspiration, about cupboards with many little drawers, some of which you will never open. Marc Warning, May 2012.
Sarah Nixon, May 2012.

245

language / poetry / list

I

I

K. Schippers, Bomen (Trees), 1980.

246

dead / rescue

I

I

photographer Lauren Hillebrandt cares for the remnants of Christmas, 13.01.2013.

247

poetry / not enough

I

I

K. Schippers, Te weinig (not enough), 1980.

248

language / poetry / abstraction

I

I

K. Schippers, de (the), 1980.

249

poetry / abstraction / rhyme

I

I

Ted van Lieshout, Tomato Sonnet - in Driedelig Paard, 2011.

250

language

I

I

When the Gods let it rain. That will be the finest tome for the blind. Then we will hear where the trees are. Flyer Teiresias, Noord Nederlands Toneel, 2011.

251

buttons / theatre

I

I

Nick Cave, Soundsuit, 2009.

252

language / words / expectation

I

You can arrange teabags in such a way that they almost function as words. [...] The groups of teabags which
actually form a kind of sentence together. And not a sentence that actually says something, but a sentence
that is trying to say something. II

I
II

Marc Manders, - (- / - / - / - / - ), 1998.
Marc Manders - in documentary Hollandse Meesters, 2011.

253

expectation / pattern / rhythm

Repetition generates expectations.
It is expected and unexpected. I

I

Edmund Burke, A philosophical enquiry into the origin of our ideas of the sublime and beautiful, 1757.

254

poetry / abundance / too much

I

I

K. Schippers, Te veel (too much), 1980.

255

memory / familiarity

I

I

Bernd and Hilla Becher, Framework Houses, 1989.

256

familiarity

Repetition creates familiarity. I

I

from 17 Lesser Known Ways to Persuade People - conversionxl.com.

257

difference / in between

The difference can be found in between two repetitions. I
Conversely does that not mean that the repetition is in between two
differences and takes us from one order of difference to the other? II

I
II

Gabriel Tarde - in Gilles Deleuze’s, Repetition and Difference, 1968.
Gilles Deleuze, Repetition and Difference, 1968.

258

same / different / comparison / strangeness

They committed themselves to an exhaustive project: photographing
modern structures such as blast furnaces and water towers in almost
endless repetition. Their black- and-white photographs create a
typology of industrial forms. The inside of the form clearly matches
the outside.
There are families of (industrial) forms [...] The beauty is undeniable,
especially when grouped together for comparison, in the grid, your
eyes hones in on the subtle differences from structure to structure - a
reminder that they all sprung from a conscious (and creative) human
design.
A fascinating aspect of the seriality of the resulting image is beyond
the insistence of repetition - the powerful emphasis of individual forms
in the larger context. So much so that the exercise evokes a certain
othering of these commonplace structures in very much the same
way that repeating a word over and over takes us aware of the innate
strangeness we never knew it embodied.I
II

I
II

about Bernd and Hilla Becher - Alix Ohlin, Andreas Gursky and the Contemporary Sublime, 2002.
Bernd and Hilla Becher, Wassertürme, 1999.

259

same / different / memory / preservation

I

It’s about memory or preservation. The Bechers were fascinated by the speed
at which technology evolves, leaving old innovations in the dust, often to be
destroyed. They work actively to preserve the memory of these structures by
photographing them. It is a memory entirely devoid of sentimentality or nostalgia,
for their consistently straightforward style prevents the injection of emotion into
any of the images. As viewers, we have no idea if the factory in front of us still
stands today, or was leveled years ago. II

I
II

Bernd and Hilla Becher, Cooling Towers, Ruhr District, 1983 and Gas Tanks, 1983.
Alix Ohlin, Andreas Gursky and the Contemporary Sublime, 2002.

260

memory / love

[...] it was at this, the happiest moment of my life, that the earring whose shape I’d failed to notice fell from Füsun’s lovely ear
on to the blue sheet.
Anyone remotely interested in the politics of civilization will be
aware that museums are the repositories of those things from
Western Civilization derives its wealth of knowledge, allowing it
to rule the world, and likewise when the true collector, on whose
efforts these museums depend, gathers together his first objects,
he almost never asks himself what will be the ultimate fate of his
hoard. When their first pieces passed into their hands, the first
true collectors-who would later exhibit, categorise, and catalog their great collections (in the first catalogs, which were the
first encyclopedias) - initially never recognized these objects for
what they were. I

I

Orhan Pamuk, Museum of Innocence, 2008.

261

found / love / preservation

I

I

Annette Messager, Les Le Repos des Pensionnaires (Boarders at Rest), 1971-1972.

262

found / related

I usually use a range of
closely related found-objects I

I

Annette Messager, interview by Bernard Marcadet, 1989?

263

buttons /arranged

I

I

Hans Leppink, Onderbroek, 2002, photo Eddo Hartman.

264

memorial

I

I

unknown artist

265

memorial / theatre

I

I

Sarah Nixon, Hofscenes, Karst Woudstra, (class Paul Gallis) 2010.

266

archive / biography / myth

I

I

Joseph Beuys, FOND VII/2 (1967-1984).

267

memory / in memoriam / memorial

I

I

Tourists at the Holocaust monument in Berlin, summer 2010.

268

weather / memorial / rhythm

I

I

Edmund de Waal, A change in the weather, 2007.

269

archive / tragedy / myth

I

						
							

I
II

There is nothing more normal than the Swiss. There is no reason for
them to die, so they are more terrifying in a way. They are us. II

Christian Boltanski, Reserve of Dead Swiss (One’s Not Dead), 1991.
Christian Boltanski, source lost.

270

archive / memorial /tragedy

The banal tenor and specificity of context in Boltanski’s still-lifes introduce an
interesting dialogue as the tonality and depth, or lack thereof, in his photographs
render what are reasonably delicate subjects, into mute and objectified echos from
a nonspecific time or place. Boltanski’s infatuation with confiscated war relics,
(post-) belongings and objet trouvé presented throughout his tetrad make reference
to the anonymity and translucence of memory, the interstitial space between
sentimentality and indifference, and ultimately focus on transience, singularity
and, often forced, despondency. These topos are poignantly represented in the
thin vellum leaves of Sachlich that obscure and adumbrate the overleaf images,
possessing the lucidity and vagrant non-specificity of memory itself.

I
II

I

Boltanski’s canon analyses notions of detachment and ephemerality in peculiar
ways; monolithic aggregates of found and disregarded objects, candles and
oxidized copper, or works of stone bare insight into an artist who’s works,
ideologies and prehistory are often conflicting. Having absented himself from
formal education in his preteens, Boltanski moved from rudimentary sculpture,
drawing and painting to installations of pensive and introspective sculptural,
filmic, and photographic works; questioning his own substance and significance
in relation to memory, lineage and cultural praxis – the multidisciplinary
nature and varied scale of these installations characterizes his work to date.
An undercurrent throughout Boltanski’s work, and something that can often
be difficult to grasp, is the over-simplification, and to a large degree the denial,
of intellectual reason. When Boltanski’s work seems to display a profound
melancholy or contemplation on histories past, it is the artist who abruptly
categorizes his works as quotidian debris, coincidence or ‘stupid’ objects –
stating that that it is ‘simply much easier to be dead, than to be alive.’ II

(Items confiscated by the Nazis and deposited in the Central Jewish Museum, Prague) 1941-1945.
about Christian Boltanski, in Sachlich, 1998.

271

buttons / found object

I

I

Sarah Nixon, Somehow everywhere I go, I find buttons. Often they are waiting for me right next to where I parked my bike, 2013.

272

different / found

I

I

abnormal button found in button collection by Sanne Lips, Waterlooplein, Amsterdam, October 2012.

273

memory / memorial / cake / time

I

I

Sarah Nixon, remember.repeat. (nr. 3) February 2013.

274

memory / memorial / cake / time

I

I

Sarah Nixon, remember.repeat. (nr. 1), April, 2013.

275

cake / monument / meditation
MANIFEST
I want to lay a floor of cake.
Rectangular, yellow cake.
Like bricks of gold. Like bricks.
I want to bake this cake.
By hand. By my hands. By myself.
One thing becomes another.
Something disappears. Something appears.
Something is remembered.
Something is forgotten.
I will do this for six days from 10:00 till closing time.
Without interruption.
There is a table, a bowl, scales, an eggbeater, spatula,
cake tins, ovens.
There are ingredients: flour, butter, eggs, sugar.
I want 1050 cakes.
(Is this possible?)
Are there mice?
Is there a cat?
A floor apears.
Each is numbered.
obsessive
meticulous
careful
caring
It happens in public
People come
people watch
smell, listen,
feel?
They can come
they can go
They are not allowed to help
(I don’t think I will talk)

I

Sarah Nixon, Manifest / remember.repeat. 2013.

Alone
Of everything I am most afraid of forgetting.
I try to hold on to things
but they slip away anyway
When forgotten, it is al though it never happened.
I keep things as evidence.
I keep too much
I forget anyway.
I forget more than I can remember
(I throw away more than I can keep)
The remembered is forgotten.
The forgotten is remembered.
An ode to the forgotten things.
Letting go
This is an ode to my grandmother
This is our daily bread
This is an archive
This is an investigation
These are people
This is a funeral
A memorial.
In Memoriam.
Bricks
Gold
King Midas
This is wasteful.
This is perishable
This is a conversion.
This is irreversible
Temporary
This is time
Time expressed in mass
This is weight
This is an obsession
A meditation
This is a memory I

276

memory / buttons / Grandma

HIGHT ON THE shelf it stand, a large jar filled to the brim
with buttons. Every kind imaginable. Small and shiny, large
and wooded or leather, ceramic, or even bone. And in all
the colours of the rainbow. I lift the jar down from the shelf
where it’s collecting dust. Open it, and turn it upside down.
The buttons bounce across the table like many-coloured confetti. I cannot help but touch them, let them slide through my
fingers and eventually sort them by colour, material ad size.
This is my grandmother’s button jar. A lifetime collection.
‘We used to collect everything’, she tells me: ‘We’d cut the
buttons of old clothes for re-use; there was no need to buy
new ones.
Every button in the jar has a story: her brother’s coat, the
dress a cousin gave her that she never liked, the wooded buttons her father carved.
As my grandmother inevitably becomes more and more
forgetful, the stories fade. But the physical object, the touch,
the smell, the texture of something can transport her to
moment she first encountered it. As soon as the thing touches
her hand she remembers and immediately starts telling.
Each button is a clue of who she is and where she’s from. The
sum of all might tell her life story. And while more and more
stories slip away and are forgotten forever, you know there is
one, locked up in each little button. I

I

Sarah Nixon, The Button Jar: Things and their Stories, May 2009.

277

essay / form / content / conclusion
Form has become content.
This has become what it is about.
This is a collection.
I have selected things subjectively.
Out of context.
They are similar and different.
They become abstract.
They lose meaning.
Gain meaning.
I put things in.
I take things out.
I want less.
I want more.
It is too much.
It is too little.
It is lacking.
It is complete.
It is comforting.
Disturbing.
Frustrating.
And addictive.
I have sorted.
And re-sorted.
Arranged and re-arranged.
I could keep going.
I think I’ll stop here. I

I

Sarah Nixon, May 2013.

278

buttons / order / disorder

I

I

Sarah Nixon, Buttons (melting), 2006.

279

memory / me

(I was scared I’d forget, I kept everything) I

I

Sarah Nixon - February 2013.
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